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Gears in Colors



Who is Sumitomo Drive Technologies and 
what do we do? 

 Sumitomo Drive Technologies is a dependable provider 
of industrial solutions to many companies world wide.  We 
have skilled, knowledgeable, and creative employees that 
have been making gearmotors and speed reducers for more 
than 70 years. 

Wait........ 
Gear what? And speed who? 

While you may have never heard of these products, 
you depend on them everyday. Our gearmotors 

are the strong silent type, ensuring that everything 
in the background runs smoothly, as you continue 

on with business as usual. So what exactly do 
gearmotors and speed reducers do? And how 

do they work? Well you don’t have to worry 
about the mechanics of things, we’ve got that 

part handled.  But essentially, they are pieces of 
equipment that convert fast moving energy into 

slow moving power (told you we were strong). 

Take for instance the baggage carousels at the 
airport. Without a speed reducer the conveyor 

would move entirely too fast, flinging your suitcase 
everywhere. Also. the carousel would not have 

enough power to move your overstuffed suitcase of 
“back-up” items that you just had to have.

Of course airports are not the only place you can find 
us, our products power almost anything that moves 
(with the exception of a cars). So, where are some other 
places that gearmotos and speed reducers help move 
things along:

- In automobile plants helping move parts to the right 
places so that the worlds top manufacturers build can 
the latest cars.

- Helping to turn conveyors in parcel handling plants 
that route your gift to the right location. 

- Powering mixers that meld ingredients to your favorite 
treats before moving them to be packaged and sent off.
 
- Slowing inching you to the top of your favorite roller 
coaster ride. 

- Critical power processes in water treatment plants that 
make your water usable again.

Here at Sumitomo Drive Technologies we strive to create solutions that will change the world.  
So now it’s your turn, what can you create? 











D.I.Y.
Make Your Own Design!



www.sumitomodrive.com


